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The new ghost in Nathalie's head remembers who he was in life, providing Andrew and her with

indisputable proof that he is real and not a figment of her imagination. Convinced that she is a

Dormant, Andrew decides to go forward with his transition immediately after the rescue mission at

the Doomers' HQ. Fearing for his life, Nathalie pleads with him to reconsider. She'd rather spend

the rest of her mortal days with Andrew than risk what they have for the fickle promise of

immortality. While the clan gets ready for battle, Carol gets help from an unlikely ally. Sebastian's

second-in-command can no longer ignore the torment she suffers at the hands of his commander

and offers to help her, but only if she agrees to his terms.
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A fantastic series that I wish had been condensed into a couple of books. But if that is the way the

writer wants to do that is her decision. The stories are truly wonderful. You keep writing Ms Lucas

and I will keep buying and reading all of the books in this series. Only complaint is the sex. I love it

but could have done with a little bit less. It fills the pages but there are things I would rather have

read! These guys sound like the only thing that they ever think about is sex! Especially Andrew.

I have waited to write this review for all the books in this series because I just couldn't put them

down. I had to continue to read the next in the series. I just couldn't stop to write each books review.

Each of these books in this series is so compelling that I just had to continue read them all. I have

enjoyed each book in this series and can't wait for more to be written Once you start this series you



won't put it down. Read this you won't regret it. I really loved how this time line is set in to today's

time. It makes you wonder if it could be true.

I am a huge fan of this series, and I was waiting and waiting for this book to come out. I was happy

to see Natalie and Andrew's story progress, and can't wait to read the next book in the series (Dark

Warrior's Legacy) to see what happens with them and with Carol and Robert too. If you're a fan of

the series, you definitely have to get this book.

I loved reading this series. But a few things would've made it even better:1. Timeline. Felt like

everything happened within a couple of weeks.. no way! Please spell it out.2. Why make everything

happen so quickly? ... they're immortal! 3. So many directions but no final answers....I understand

that more books are in the works but it seems like random thoughts are shared but not finalized

which just leaves frustration.4. Loved the twist and turns ... unique ... but then became predictable ...

which then feels like a let down because it was left incomplete.I'll read any further books because

I've grown to love the characters but feel let down. These could've been written as a trilogy thus

reducing the redundancy which would've made for a better read.I look forward to seeing where the

characters go from here and find out more about others that have yet to be uncovered. Plus we

need kids to continue the legacy.

Not my normal reading but will be from now on! Read all 9 books in 12 days! Hardddddddd to put

down! Love how all characters are in each book but yet each book is about certain characters!Be

prepared to lose sleep,could not get book out of my mind when I needed sleep! Had to get up and

continue reading!

I. T. Lucas, The Children Of The Gods, awesome!! Love the strong characters, your writing style

pulls the reader in and keeps us in suspense, surprise us, makes us anxious, laugh, and impatiently

waiting for the next book. Legend next. ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Æ’

One of the best series I have read. Gripping stories that pull you in from the beginning. This one

mainly centers on Andrew and Nathalia and Andrew's transition to an immortal. A few side stories

are added in the mix. So good I couldn't stop reading.

This entire series is outstanding!! I can't wait for "Dark Warrior Legacy!' I truly hope Ms. Lucas



continues writing in this line as these characters become real to the readers.
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